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Laboratory Directed Research and Development Project Summaries

Projects Ending in Fiscal Year 2018

INTRODUCTION
Congress designated Idaho National Laboratory
(INL) as the nation’s lead facility for nuclear energy
research and development in 2005. In addition to our
leadership in the core nuclear energy mission, INL has
also become a world leader in national security and
protecting critical infrastructure from manmade and
natural threats.
Laboratory Directed Research and Development
(LDRD) plays a vital role in helping INL fulfill its
nuclear energy, broader clean energy and national
security missions. INL’s LDRD investments are
focused on high-impact outcomes, modernizing
and enhancing INL’s core capabilities and recruiting
some of the world’s top science and technology
(S&T) talent. INL’s Laboratory Agenda and Annual
Laboratory Plan are used to communicate the status
of INL’s core capabilities and our focus on strategic
S&T initiatives for the future. To achieve the mission
of INL and the Department of Energy (DOE), INL’s
LDRD is aligned with four strategic objectives: (1)
advance nuclear energy, (2) advance hybrid energy
systems, (3) advance design and manufacturing,
and (4) develop critical national and homeland
security capabilities. INL’s ability to achieve these
strategic objectives depends on the integration
and application of our core capabilities in useinspired basic and applied research and worldclass capabilities. LDRD investments in scientific
and engineering staff, postdocs, students and
collaborations enable new science, technology and
engineering capabilities. In collaboration with our
university, industry and other national laboratory
partners, LDRD investments help grow our scientific
foundation and accelerate innovation and the
development of solutions to energy and security
challenges faced by the nation and globe.
The objectives of the LDRD program are to (1)
maintain INL’s scientific and technical vitality; (2)
enhance INL’s ability to address current and future
DOE missions; (3) foster creativity and stimulate
exploration of forefront areas of S&T; (4) serve as a
proving ground for new research and development
(R&D) concepts; and (5) support high-risk, potentially
high-value R&D.

This report highlights projects that were completed
in FY 2018. This report provides a brief summary
of projects and the future technology innovations
and cutting-edge research that our researchers are
pursuing in order to shape the future of our energy
supply and national security. The intent of the report is
to acquaint our stakeholders with the LDRD program
and give them an opportunity to experience the
breadth of research and development at INL.
Inside, you will read about cutting-edge R&D that
builds INL’s core capabilities, aligns with INL’s strategic
plan and benefits both DOE and an expansive sponsor
base consistent with DOE and INL missions. This R&D
creates opportunities for our staff, attracts promising
young scientists and engineers, and helps educate the
next generation of researchers. Many LDRD projects
support undergraduate and graduate students and
enhance university and industry collaborations.
LDRD projects are selected on a competitive
basis through rigorous peer-review and
management processes, and these projects build
a creative environment grounded in scientific and
technical excellence.
Over the years, science and innovation resulting from
LDRD projects have benefited INL in a variety of ways:
new research programs; recognition through awards,
publications and patented inventions; stronger
scientific and engineering talent; and new tools,
instruments and capabilities. The LDRD program is
a key component of INL’s ability to fulfill its nuclear
energy, broader clean energy and national security
missions and serve the American people.
Please take a few moments to read this report and
learn more about the important work being done
every day at Idaho’s national laboratory.

This report includes posters presented at a poster session held August 30, 2018 at the Center
for Advanced Energy Studies. At the session, a poster was presented for each Laboratory
Directed Research and Development project ending in Fiscal Year 2018. A total of 33
posters were presented, and researchers shared their work with Idaho National Laboratory
leadership and staff. Posters were judged by a cross-cutting group of senior researchers, and
the top three posters were identified and are noted in this report.

PROJECT ID: 15-144

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Investigation of Ultrasound Assisted Electrolytic
Reduction of Used Oxide Fuel in Molten Salt
Electrolytic reduction is an integral step in
pyroprocessing to treat used light-water reactor fuels.
The slow oxygen-ion diffusion through the used
fuel particulates leads to low current efficiency, long
operating hours, and re-oxidation of reduced metal
fuels for the electrolytic reduction. The goal of this
project was to understand the metal-oxide reduction
mechanism and to improve the current efficiency of
metal-oxide reduction. Sonication was applied to an
electrochemical cell with molten lithium chloridelithium oxide at 650°C, and the effect of sonication
for improving the performance of electrolytic

reduction of surrogate metal oxide, titanium dioxide or
manganese dioxide was studied. This is applicable to the
pyroprocessing of used fuels in oxide form by coupling
ultrasound sonication with electrolytic reduction in
molten Li2O/LiCl. The principal investigator at Idaho
National Laboratory and co-principal investigator
at Center for Advanced Energy Studies have closely
worked with the national technical director of Material
Recovery and Waste Forms Development under the
DOE Nuclear Technology Research and Development
programs, and they are pursuing funding through that
group.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Shelly Li
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (University of Idaho): Haiyan Zhao

Best graduate student poster
presentation “Electrochemical Reduction
of Metal Oxides in Molten Salt,” TMS
147th Annual Meeting and Exhibition
held in Phoenix, AZ, Mar. 2018
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Please note that, due to space constraints, only
select project products are included in this report.
Publications that have been submitted for
publication or which are under review are not
included, nor are conference presentations.
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PROJECT ID: 16-003

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Recycling of Tantalum-containing Waste
Materials to Recover Tantalum Metal
Of late, recycling of recyclable materials and reclamation
of strategic metals from their waste materials have
assumed greater importance. The capability to be
commercially deployed of a particular recycling
method or strategy assumes even higher significance
when the method or process can be developed as a
generic technology to combine both secondary and
primary manufacturing processes, as applicable, to
the metal of interest. Tantalum is a strategic metal, and
the U.S. currently does not have a primary tantalum
manufacturer. The objective of this project was to
establish the superiority of the direct oxide reduction
process to prepare a variety of engineering materials
(both metals and alloys) from their inexpensive oxide

intermediates, either by the primary-production
process or a secondary process by way of recycling
of recyclable materials. In particular, this research
included the development of a molten–salt-based
electrochemical process for the reclamation of tantalum
from its recyclable sources. Synthetic tantalum oxide
waste materials were used to understand their refining
behavior. This project resulted in several discoveries,
including development of a new manufacturing process
for tantalum-titanium alloys (used in the biomedical
industry) and of a new concept to fabricate referenceelectrode materials. Industry has shown interest in the
results of this project.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Prabhat Tripathy
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Mike Shaltry
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Montana Tech of the University of Montana): Jerome Downey

DISSERTATION:

NUMBER OF INVENTION DISCLOSURE REPORTS: 7

Chorney, M. P., Investigations on Solid-State Sintering
Behavior of Binary Refractory Metal Oxide Systems,
INL/MIS-18-45288, M.S. Dissertation, Montana Tech
of the University of Montana, Spring 2018, Montana
Tech Library, pp. 343.

PATENTS:
First filing: Prabhat K. Tripathy, “Electrochemical Cells
for Direct Oxide Reduction and Related Methods,”
USPTO (non-provisional) application, US15/886041,
filing date: February 02 2018.
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PROJECT ID: 16-010

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Development of a Fully Coupled Radiation Damage
Production and Evolution Simulation Capability
kind coupling for physics-based radiation sources
and algorithms for the analysis of microstructures
under irradiation. The results generated from this
research are being used in an application in new
Nuclear Energy Advanced Modeling and Simulation
programmatic funding areas, and the principal
investigators have identified program needs for
dosimetrey in Nuclear Science User Facility programs.

The aim of the proposed research was to develop
and demonstrate a capability to simulate radiation
damage within the Multiphysics Object Oriented
Simulation Environment (MOOSE), finite-element
framework, tightly coupled to neutronics
calculations. This project developed a coupled
simulation capability for radiation damage, which
is a critical consideration for nuclear materials. This
project produced a new model, with first-of-a-

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Daniel Schwen
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Sebastian Schunert, Yongfeng Zhang,
Javier Ortensi
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University): Xianming Bai

PUBLICATIONS:

LICENSES:

Zabriskie, A., S. Schunert, D. Schwen, J. Ortensi,
B. Baker, Y. Wang, V. Laboure, M. DeHart, and W.
Marcum, “A Coupled Multiscale Approach to TREAT
LEU Feedback Modeling Using a Binary-Collision
Monte-Carlo–Informed Heat Source,” Nuclear Science
and Engineering (2018), pp. 1–20.

Schwen, Daniel, Yongfeng Zhang, Jason Hales,
Javier Ortensi, Sebastian Schunert, Cody Permann,
Derek Gaston, Brian Alger, and Andrew Slaughter.
“MAGPIE: Mesoscale Atomistic Glue Program for
Integrated Execution,” CW-17-08 (software released
as open source).

Zhang, Y., D. Schwen, and X.-M. Bai, “Molecular
dynamics simulations of concentration- dependent
defect production in Fe-Cr and Fe-Cu alloys,” Journal
of Applied Physics 122 (2017), 225902.
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PROJECT ID: 16-013

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Micromechanistic Modeling Approach for Quantitative
Predictions of Delayed Hydride Cracking in Zirconium Alloys
evolution and fracture. A hypothesized model of crack
propagation is progression of the cracks through
reoriented δ-hydrides and the surrounding α matrix
phase that separates the hydrides by small distances.
However, the model showed that the cracks cannot
propagate through the α matrix due to its fracture
toughness, even for very close δ-hydride spacing.
Instead, a more likely mechanism of crack propagation
is growth of existing δ-hydride particles toward the
crack tip. The models will be employed in the DOE funded Integrated Research Project FC-1: Modeling
of Spent Fuel Cladding in Storage and Transportation
Environments. The developments resulting from this
proposal are also applicable to other hydriding alloy
systems, such as titanium and lithium.

Zirconium alloys are excellent for use in fuel cladding
and structural components in nuclear reactors;
however, they are susceptible to two forms of hydrogen
embrittlement: loss of fracture toughness and a stable,
time-dependent crack growth mechanism, called
delayed hydride cracking. The objective of this research
was to develop a micromechanistic phase-field unified
model. The model brings together coevolution of the
hydride phases due to hydrogen transport and the
mechanisms of crack growth resulting from brittle
fracture of hydride phases and ductile fracture of the
matrix. This framework enables quantitative prediction
of delayed hydride cracking under transient conditions.
This approach was the first of its kind to directly address
issues associated with fuel performance and long-term
storage based on fundamentals of microstructural

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Larry Aagesen (formerly Bulent Biner)
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Daniel Schwen, Michele Fullarton,
Pierre-Clément Simon, Chao Jiang, Wen Jiang, Andrea Jokisaari

PUBLICATIONS:
Phillpot, S. R., A. C. Antony, L. Shi, M. L. Fullarton, T.
Liang, S. B. Sinnott, Y. Zhang, and B. Biner, “Charge
Optimized Many Body (COMB) potentials for
simulation of nuclear fuel and clad,” Computational
Materials Science 148 (2018), pp. 231–241.
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Projects featured in this report
have a total cumulative budget of over

$22 MILLION
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PROJECT ID: 16-026

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Computationally Efficient Prediction of Containment
Thermal Hydraulics Using Multi-scale Simulation
Conventional high-resolution computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) approaches are computationally
overwhelming for use in long-transient complex-flow
simulation in engineering applications, particularly
when sensitivity or uncertainty analyses are required
to support risk-informed design and safety analysis
of nuclear power plants. The goal of this research was
to increase the efficiency of computational methods
of modeling thermal-hydraulic phenomena. This
research developed a technical basis for a

coarse-grained CFD capability that is needed for
high-fidelity analysis of containment thermal
hydraulics. The researchers found that data-driven
approaches have the potential to improve system
thermal-hydraulic simulations and that the scale
gap from the extrapolation of global physics can be
bridged by training and learning from local physics.
Techniques explored in this work will be applied in
new work recently awarded to INL.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Bob Youngblood
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Hongbin Zhang
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (North Carolina State University): Nam Dinh, Igor Bolotnov,
Han Bao, Botros Hanna

DISSERTATION:

PUBLICATIONS:

Hanna, Botros N., “Coarse-Grid Computational Fluid
Dynamic (CG-CFD) Error Prediction using Machine
Learning,” Ph.D. North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, North Carolina, 2018.

Bao, H., H. Zhao, H. Zhang, L. Zou, P. Sharpe, and
N. Dinh, “Safe reactor depressurization windows
for BWR Mark I Station Blackout accident
management strategy,” Annals of Nuclear Energy
114 (2018), pp. 518–529.
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Projects featured in this report resulted in

91 conference presentations
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PROJECT ID: 16-040

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Integration of Prognostic Techniques and Probabilistic
Safety Assessment (PSA) for Online Risk Monitoring
At present in the nuclear industry, risk monitors
provide a point-in-time estimate of system risk
given a current plant configuration, not taking into
account the health information of plant equipment.
This research focused on developing an approach
to solidify risk monitors to provide time- and
condition-dependent risk. This work integrated
traditional probabilistic risk assessment models with
condition monitoring and prognostic techniques.
The main outcome of this work is a novel online
risk model that takes into account operational
status, aging, and degradation of plant equipment.
This research will lead to enhanced operations

and risk management at complex facilities and
infrastructure. The research outcomes of this
project are leveraged by DOE’s Light Water Reactor
Sustainability Program to perform research on a
risk-informed maintenance strategy in collaboration
with nuclear industry. This has led to direct funding
and industry collaboration. This work has also
contributed to a proposal submission under the
DOE -issued funding opportunity announcement
with industry. In addition, this research has led
to several peer-reviewed conference articles and
journal articles.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Vivek Agarwal
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Vaibhav Yadav, Andrei Gribok, Curtis Smith
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PROJECT ID: 16-046

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Development of a Synergistic Approach to Study Irradiated
Materials Using Coupled Experiments and Simulation
Understanding and predicting the effects of irradiation
damage on material properties is possible only
when state-of-the-art experimental characterization
methods are used in conjunction with advanced
mesoscale modeling and simulation. Facilities and
testing capabilities exist for microstructural and
thermal-properties characterization of irradiated
materials, and the Multiphysics Object Oriented
Simulation Environment (MOOSE)/MARMOT phasefield modeling code is available for predicting
microstructural evolution and its impact on properties
in fuel and cladding materials. This project utilized
and integrated both experimental and modeling and
simulation capabilities to demonstrate an ability to
predict thermal conductivity of a metallic fuel system
U-Pu-Zr) given its microstructure and binary alloy

properties. This model will be added to the largescale modeling tools for prediction of metallic fuel
performance in core that will allow fuel designers
to shorten the nuclear fuel-development cycle.
Key results included observation of microstructure
with electron microscopes. Crystal structure of
individual metallic phases was determined with
selected-area electron-diffraction patterns. Phasetransition temperatures and energies, as well as
thermal conductivity, were measured as a function of
annealing and temperature. Direct funding has been
secured for this work for Fiscal Year-2019 from the DOE
Office of Nuclear Energy to continue measurement of
microstructural and thermal properties as a function of
low-level irradiation in Transient Reactor Test Facility.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Cynthia Adkins
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory and University of Florida): Assel Aitkaliyeva
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Daniel Wachs
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Pennsylvania State University): Michael Tonks, Jacob Hirschhorn

PUBLICATIONS:
Hirschhorn, J., M. Tonks , A. Aitkaliyeva, and C.
Adkins, “Development and Verification of a Phase
Field Model for the Equilibrium Thermodynamics
of U-Pu-Zr,” Annals of Nuclear Energy 124 (2019), pp.
490-502.

Award Winner: Second Place in
INL Poster Competition
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PROJECT ID: 16-055

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Capability Extension for Multiscale, Multi-application Development
Within the Multiphysics Object-oriented Simulation Environment
research, have begun evaluating the framework as
this research has concluded. These customers will
continue to support the ongoing efforts begun
by this research as newer capabilities such as the
expansion of MOOSE’s automatic differentiation,
vector kernels, and advanced parallel-distribution
research are performed. MOOSE is likely to remain a
key asset to the laboratory for the foreseeable future.

With unique new capabilities added to the
framework through this Laboratory Directed
Research and Development project, Multiphysics
Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE)
remains an attractive platform for performing
cutting-edge research on a wide variety of
application areas. Several new customers with
interests in advanced manufacturing processes,
new fuels performance studies, and new subsurface

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Cody Permann
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Brian Alger, Alexander Lindsay,
John Peterson, Casey Icenhour, Andrew Slaughter, Fande Kong, David Andrš, Derek Gaston,
Richard Martineau

PUBLICATIONS:
Schwen, D., L.K. Aagesena, J.W. Peterson, and
M.R. Tonks, “Rapid multiphase-field model
development using a modular free energy
based approach with automatic differentiation
in MOOSE/MARMOT,” Computational Materials
Science 132 (2017), pp. 36–45.
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The
projects
featured in this
report resulted in
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10 first filings
invention
14 disclosure report
1 license executed

PROJECT ID: 16-058

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Predicting Radiation-induced Microstructural Change
via Implementation and Validation of Multiscale Cluster
Dynamics in MOOSE
The new cluster-dynamics capability implemented
within the Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation
Environment (MOOSE) framework allows for a higherfidelity scale, bridging effort between atomistic and
mesoscale simulations. This ability to run MOOSEnative simulations at scales below the mesoscale will
enable the development of even better empirical
models for use in the mesoscale and higher-length
scale simulations. These new mechanisms can

be used to better capture the effects of radiation
damage on materials and the physical mechanisms
behind those damage models. This will result in
better predictive behavior with higher confidence
than what is commonly used today.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Cody Permann
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Massachusetts Institute of Technology): Michael Short, Miaomiao Jin

PUBLICATIONS:
Jin, M., C. Permann, and M. P. Short, “Breaking
the power law: Multiscale simulations of self-ion
irradiated tungsten,” Journal of Nuclear Materials
504 (June 2018), pp. 33–40.
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PROJECT ID: 16-070

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Characterization of Neutron Beamlines at the
Neutron Radiography Reactor
beams were measured, and the same measurement
techniques were applied at the neutron beam at
the Transient Reactor Test Facility. The information
gained from these characterization efforts was
immediately employed in ongoing efforts to
validate radiation-transport models of the beams,
to plan experiments and beamline upgrades, and
to develop advanced digital neutron-imaging
capabilities.

The Neutron Radiography Reactor, a 250 kW
research reactor located at INL, has two neutron
beams designed specifically for neutron
radiography. However, information about these
neutron beams is limited. This project generated
detailed information on the beams, including
beam flux, spatial distribution, energy spectrum,
divergence, effective collimation ratio, and gamma
content. Characteristics of both the east and north

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Aaron Craft
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Glen Papaioannou
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho State University): Sam Giegel, Chad Pope, George Imel

STANDARDS:
This project inspired potential new method for
measuring effective length-to-diameter ratio
(L/D) that is simpler than the existing ASTM
International standard method. INL researchers are
working with the ASTM committee to develop this
new standard.
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PROJECT ID: 16-071

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Digital Neutron Imaging Systems for
Examination of Irradiated Nuclear Fuel
Neutron radiography provides more comprehensive
information about the internal condition of
irradiated nuclear fuel than any other nondestructive technique. Neutron radiography for
highly radioactive objects typically uses an indirect
transfer process with film, and digital systems
are typically precluded from use because of their
sensitivity to gamma rays emitted by the irradiated
fuel. The goal of this work was to test advanced
digital neutron-imaging systems for examination
of irradiated nuclear fuel. Multichannel plate (MCP)
detectors have low estimated gamma sensitivity
compared to other digital systems, which may allow

their use for evaluating highly radioactive objects. A
state-of-the-art MCP system from the University of
California at Berkeley was tested at INL to evaluate
its potential for imaging irradiated nuclear fuel.
This project measured the MCP response to gamma
radiation from isotopic sources and produced the
first real-time digital neutron radiographs ever
produced at INL. Additionally, researchers acquired
the world’s first fully digital neutron radiographs and
the first real-time neutron video of used nuclear fuel.
This work demonstrated significant promise for use
of such an MCP system for in-situ evaluations and
time-resolved imaging of used nuclear fuel.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Aaron Craft
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Glen Papaioannou, Andrew Smolinski
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (University of California, Berkeley): Anton Tremsin

PUBLICATIONS:
Craft, A. E., and J. P. Barton, “Applications of
neutron radiography for the nuclear power
industry,” Physics Procedia 88 (2017), pp. 73–80.
Tremsin, A. S., A. E. Craft, M. A. M. Bourke, A. T.
Smolinski, G. C. Papaioannou, M. A. Ruddell,
J. Littell, and J. Tedesco. “Digital neutron and
gamma-ray radiography in high radiation
environments with an MCP/Timepix detector,”
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physical
Research Section A 902 (2018), pp. 110–116.
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PROJECT ID: 16-096

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Supporting Operator Performance and Situation Awareness
in Highly Automated Nuclear Power Plants
Although issues with high levels of automation are
generally well researched, relatively little work has
defined how to enable high levels of performance
and situational awareness. Further, the majority of
research investigating human-automation interaction
has been conducted in artificially simplistic laboratory
experiments or in contexts such as aviation that do
not transfer directly to nuclear power. In this project,
researchers investigated the impact of high levels of
automation in complex, safety-critical systems and
demonstrated ways to enable optimal situational
awareness for human operators in those systems.
Specifically, this research demonstrated how to design
human-automation interaction to support optimal

situational awareness, workload, and plant performance
in a multi-unit small modular reactor. The project team
worked with NuScale Power to investigate the effects of
levels of automation on situational awareness, workload,
and plant performance in a series of experiments to
be conducted in NuScale’s control-room simulator.
Results support the design of human-automation
interaction in the nuclear industry. The results apply
to advanced designs and also inform both the use of
advanced technologies that may be installed in existing
light-water reactors as part of control-room upgrades
and the design of systems installed to support grid
modernization and hybrid-energy systems.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Katya Le Blanc
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Zachary Spielman, Rachael Hill,
Johanna Oxstrand
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (NuScale Power): Ross Snuggerud
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Post Doctoral Researchers
were funded through projects
featured in this report

PROJECT ID: 17A1-105

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Safety Margin Evaluation for Experiment Irradiation
in Advanced Test Reactor
The current safety basis for the Advanced Test Reactor
(ATR) ensures that plant protection criteria are
maintained for all Condition 2 events by establishing a
departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) limit. The
basis used to establish this limit is not well defined, but
may be traced to research-reactor licensing established
on overly conservative thermal-hydraulic criteria. This
limitation may not be applicable to reactor experiments
because the quantity of fissionable material in
experiments is much less than that in driver fuel.
The limit may prevent or restrict future experimental
testing in the ATR. This project evaluated the DNBR
limit using various departure from nucleate boiling
correlations and considered a statistical approach to

evaluate the safety margin in experiments inserted into
ATR. The project involved evaluating thermal-hydraulic
models of previous experiments that have challenged
the safety limits in ATR, examining the safety margin
in those experiments, and determining whether the
safety margin can be reduced without challenging
plant-protection criteria. Based on the safety margin
discovered as part of this research, additional funding
from ATR programs is continuing this work with the
intent of implementing a statistical approach to ensure
appropriate margin exists. Additionally, the recovery
of safety margin allows for expanding experiment
capabilities at ATR.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Joseph Nielsen
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Paul Murray, Ryan Marlow
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Massachusetts Institute of Technology): Lin-wen Hu, Kaichao Sun,
Akshay Dave, Yu-Jou Wang
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PROJECT ID: 17P10-003

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Small-scale Mechanical Testing of Irradiated
Ferritic Stainless Steels
Development of advanced reactor materials that can
withstand nuclear reactor environments is crucial for
the license extension of current nuclear reactors and
the design of future advanced-reactor concepts. Under
irradiation, the formation of defects can significantly
degrade the mechanical properties of reactor materials.
It is reported in the literature that nano-features, such
as nanoparticles and nanograins in nanostructured
materials, can trap defects and mitigate the mechanical
degradation of materials, while a direct correlation of
irradiated microstructure and mechanical properties
is still missing. This project established the relationship

between microstructure and mechanical properties
of irradiated nanostructured ferritic stainless steels
by using small-scale mechanical testing techniques.
Simultaneous correlation of microstructural
development and mechanical-property evolution
provides information on how irradiated materials fail
under deformation. Our research result demonstrates
a new approach of testing radioactive materials
and provides scientific insights on the design of
microstructure and chemical composition of advanced
materials for nuclear reactors. The results of this project
were used to acquire direct funding from DOE.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Cheng Sun
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Mitchell Meyer, Jian Gan

PUBLICATIONS:
stainless steels using ion irradiation,” Proceedings
of 18th International Conference on Environmental
Degradation of Materials in Nuclear Power SystemsWater Reactors, 2017, pp. 669–680.

Aydogan, E., S.A. Maloy, O. Anderoglu, C. Sun,
J.G. Gigax, L. Shao, F.A. Garner, I.E. Anderson,
and J.J. Lewandowski, “Effect of tube processing
methods on microstructure, mechanical properties
and irradiation response of 14YWT nanostructured
ferritic alloys,” Acta Materialia 134 (2017), pp. 116–
127.

Weaver, J., C. Sun, Y. Wang, S.R. Kalidindi, R.P.
Doerner, N.A. Mara, and S. Pathak, “Quantifying
the mechanical effects of He, W and He + W
ion irradiation on tungsten with spherical
nanoindentation,” Journal of Materials Science 53.7
(2018), pp. 5296–5316.

Sun, C., F.A. Garner, L. Shao, X. Zhang, and S. A.
Maloy, “Influence of injected interstitials on the void
swelling in two structural variants of 304L stainless
steel induced by self-ion irradiation at 500°C,
Nuclear Instruments and Methods,” Physics Research
Section B: Beam Interactions with Materials and Atoms
409 (2017), pp. 323–327.

Zhang, Z., K. Hattar, Y. Chen, L. Shao, J. Lia, C. Sun,
K. Yu, N. Li, M.L. Taheri, H. Wang, J. Wang, and
M. Nastasi, “Radiation damage in nanostructured
materials,” Progress in Materials Science 96 (2018),
pp. 217–321.

Sun, C., L. Malerba M.J. Konstantinovic, F.A. Garner, S.
A. Maloy, “Emulating neutron-induced void swelling
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PROJECT ID: 18P37-003

INL Initiative: Advance Nuclear Energy
Plutonium-238 Production Optimization
The creation of isotopes for energy is typically
accomplished using either a reactor or an accelerator
to bombard a target comprising a stable isotope
and to create the desired reactive isotope. There are
few nuclear reactors available in the research and
development arena in the U.S. that can be utilized in this
capacity, and the use of an accelerator frequently does
not yield isotopes in usable macroscopic quantities.
The production of isotopes that decay in a manner
conducive to producing electrical energy from them
is of interest in many different areas, such as defense,
space, and environmental monitoring applications.
The goal of this project was to explore using the

ATR as a computational base for isotope production
and to quantify the production of isotopes and their
enrichment assay. The mere production of isotopes is
insufficient to enable their use, and a sound method of
encapsulating them in a robust, but affordable manner
is required so that their basic function (i.e., providing the
energy of radioactive decay) is not hindered. Developing
a modeling approach that is based on first principles
and can examine the iridium/oxygen/plutonium dioxide
system using chemical and thermodynamic tools was
part of this work.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Stephen Johnson
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Brad Kirkwood
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PROJECT ID: 15-146

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
Tailoring the Kinetic Function of a Surface through
Electronic Effects of Nanoscale Architecture
Catalytic materials enable the energy-efficient
manufacture of essential chemicals that are the starting
point of most consumer products. These materials
are complex, not only in composition and structure,
but also with respect to the reaction mechanisms
controlled by the surface. The goal of this project was
to understand how complex nanoscale architectures
control different parts of a reaction mechanism using
transient kinetics. Ultimately, this will guide the tailoring
of catalytic architectures to orchestrate a desired
sequence of steps in a complex industrial reaction

mechanism. This research resulted in an increased
understanding of these reactions using transient
kinetics and atomic-layer deposition. The researchers
used a unique INL capability for transient experiments,
the Temporal Analysis of Products reactor to better
understand water-gas shift chemistry as well as how
catalysts can be made more active, energy efficient, and
durable. The results of this research have already been
used in proposals that resulted in direct funding from
the DOE Advanced Manufacturing Office.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Rebecca Fushimi
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Zongtang Fang, Lucun Wang, Ross Kunz
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS: Shuai Tan, Dongmei (Katie) Li (University of Wyoming);
Denis Constales (Ghent University); Gregory Yablonsky (Washington University)

PUBLICATIONS:
Baroi, C., A. Gaffney, and R. Fushimi, “Process
economics and safety considerations for the
oxidative dehydrogenation of ethane using the M1
catalyst,” Catalysis Today 298 (2017), pp. 138–144.

Lwin, S., W. Diao, C. Baroi, A. Gaffney, and R. Fushimi,
“Characterization of MoVTeNbOx Catalysts during
Oxidation Reactions Using In Situ/Operando
Techniques: A Review,” Catalysts 7.4 (2017), p. 109.

Constales, D., Gregory S. Yablonsky, L. Wang, W. Diao,
V.V. Galvita and R. Fushimi, “Precise non-steady-state
characterization of solid active materials with no
preliminary mechanistic assumptions,” Catalysis
Today 298 (2017), pp. 138–144.

Morgan, K., N. Maguire, R. Fushimi, J. T. Gleaves, A.G.
Goguet, M. P. Harold, E. V. Kondratenko, U. Menon,
Y. Schuurman, and G. S. Yablonsky, “Forty Years of
Temporal Analysis of Products,” Catalysis Science &
Technology 7 (2017), pp. 2416–2439.

Fushimi, R. and J. Gleaves, “Recent advances in
dynamic chemical characterization using Temporal
Analysis of Products,” Current Opinion in Chemical
Engineering 21 (2018), pp. 10–21.

Tan, S., S. Wang, S. Saha, R. Fushimi, and D. Li,
“Active Site and Electronic Structure Elucidation
of Pt Nanoparticles supported on phase-pure
Molybdenum carbide nanotubes,” ACS Applied
Materials and Interfaces 9.11 (2017), pp. 9815–9822.

Kunz, M. R., E. Redekop, G. Yablonsky, D. Constales,
L. Wang, T. Borders, and R. Fushimi, “Pulse Response
Analysis Using the Y-Procedure Computational
Method,” Chemical Engineering Science 192 (2018),
pp. 46–60.

Wang, L. C., C. M. Friend, R. Fushimi, and R. Madix,
“Activation of Dioxygen and Methanol at Active
Sites on Silver/Gold Nanoporous Catalysts,” Faraday
Discussions (2016), p. 188.

NUMBER OF INVENTION DISCLOSURE REPORTS: 1
36
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PROJECT ID: 16-002

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
Dissolution of Carbonaceous Feedstocks Using Ionic Liquids
Ionic liquids (ILs) are salts that do not crystalize
at room temperature; some have applications
in energy. The objective of this project was to
develop and demonstrate laboratory capabilities
pertaining to an IL-based carbon-conversion
process targeting coal and biomass feedstocks
to enable a more-efficient utilization of regional
fossil- and renewable-energy resources. ILs serve
as a reaction medium that enables the dissolution
and depolymerization of coal and biomass by
disrupting intermolecular structures and carbon
linkages. A key finding was that switchable ILs,
which have improved separation capabilities relative
to traditional ILs, can double the sugar released

from biomass during enzymatic hydrolysis, which
would increase ethanol yields from biochemical
conversion. Future funding opportunities include
long-term DOE programs, including the Bioenergy
Technology Office’s feedstock development, the
National Energy Technology Laboratory’s potential
funding opportunity announcement on fossil-energy
research and coal utilization, funding opportunities
from the Advanced Research Project Agency—Energy
program, State of Wyoming, and DOE Early Career
Research Program (Basic Energy Science, Biological
and Environmental Research). This project also
generated the opportunity for partnerships with
other national labs and industry.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): C. Luke Williams
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Chenlin Li, Hongqiang Hu
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (University of Idaho): Haiyan Zhao

PUBLICATIONS:

PATENTS:

Williams, C. L., C. Li, H. Hu, J C. Allen, and B. J. Thomas,
“Three Way Comparison of Hydrophilic Ionic Liquid,
Hydrophobic Ionic Liquid, and Dilute Acid for the
Pretreatment of Herbaceous and Woody Biomass,”
Frontiers in Energy Research 6 (2018 ), p. 67.

First filing: Li Chenlin, He Ting, C. Luke Williams,
“Extraction of Rare Earth Elements and Carbon Rich
Solids from Coal and Coal Byproducts Using Ionic
Liquids,” Attorney Docket No. S-147,940.
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interns worked on projects
featured in this report

PROJECT ID: 16-176

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
Development of Direct Carbon Fuel Cells
systematic approach was implemented to address
materials and process aspects of green-coal utilization
technology. This work is contributing to changes in
the coal industry’s paradigm, from combustion to
electrochemical oxidation so that carbon can be used
as a clean energy source. Simultaneously, a number
of high-value chemicals were produced while direct
carbon fuel-cell-grade carbon was extracted. This
research promotes highly efficient energy conversion
and a reduction of the carbon footprint in power
generation. The principal investigator is working with
industry and government to secure direct funding,
based on this work.

Carbon is the main component of coal and biomass,
and its conversion with high efficiency to power
generation is always a key to low-carbon footprint.
The goal of this project was to develop direct carbon
fuel-cell technologies as a domestic clean energy
source. The project leveraged capabilities of the
Center for Advanced Energy Studies to build a new
INL capability in energy conversion and distributed
generation. The project focused on developing robust,
reduced-temperature direct carbon fuel cells by
integrating the expertise in coal or carbon engineering,
ceramic fabrication and characterization, corrosion
mitigation, system modeling, and integration with
perovskite-carbonate composite electrolytes. A

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Dong Ding
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR: Maohong Fan (University of Wyoming); Haiyan Zhao (University of Idaho)
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Ting He, Wei Wu, Yunya Zhang, Wenjuan Bian

PUBLICATIONS:
Lu, W. T. He, B. Xu, X. He, H. Adidharma, M. Radosz, K.
Gasema, and M. Fan, “Progress in catalytic synthesis
of advanced carbon nanofibers,” Journal of Materials
Chemistry A 27 (2017).

Xu, X., Y. Chen, P. Wan, K. Gasem, K., Wang, T. He,
H. Adidharma, and M. Fan, “Extraction of lithium
with functionalized lithium ion-sieves,” Progress in
Materials Science 84 (2016), pp. 276–313.

Tang, Q., Z. Shen, L. Huang, T. He, H. Adidharma,
A.G. Russelle, and M. Fan, “Synthesis of methanol
from CO2 hydrogenation promoted by dissociative
adsorption of hydrogen on a Ga3Ni5(221) surface,”
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 28 (2017).

Xu, B., D. Kuang, F. Liu, A. Goroncy, T. He, K.
Gasem, and M. Fan, “Characterization of Powder
River Basin coal pyrolysis with cost-effective and
environmentally-friendly composite Na-Fe catalysts
in a thermogravimetric analyzer and a fixed-bed
reactor,” International Journal of Hydrogen Energy
43.14 (2017), pp. 6918–6935.

Wu, W., D. Ding, M. Fan, and T. He, “A High
Performance Low Temperature Direct Carbon Fuel
Cell Fuel Compatibility and Alternative Fuels,” ECS
Transactions 78.1 (2017), pp. 2519–2526.

Xu, B., W. Lu, Z. Sun, T. He, A. Goroncy, Y. Zhang, and
M. Fan, “High-quality oil and gas from pyrolysis
of Powder River Basin coal catalyzed by an
environmentally-friendly, inexpensive composite
iron-sodium catalysts,” Fuel Processing Technology
167 (2017), pp. 334–344.

Wu, W., Y. Zhang, D. Ding, and H. Ting, “A HighPerforming Direct Carbon Fuel Cell with a 3D
Architectured Anode Operated Below 600°C,”
Advanced Materials 30 (2018), pp. 1–6 (1704745,
abstract video and featured on cover).
40

PATENTS:
Architectured Material, Methods for Forming the
3D Architectured Material, and Related Methods of
Forming Hydrogen,” filed 3/29/18.

First filing: A provisional patent application,
62/534,452, “A High-Performance Low-Temperature
Fuel Cell with an Architecture Anode Framework,”
filed 7/19/17, D. Ding, T. He and W. Wu. IDR# 4351,
US Provisional (62/534,452), 2017. The provisional
filing was not converted to non-provisional filing.

NUMBER OF INVENTION DISCLOSURE REPORTS: 2

First filing: A provisional patent application,
62/649,823, “Electrochemical Cells Comprising
Three-Dimensional (3D) Electrodes Including a 3D
41

PROJECT ID: 16-187

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
Micro-Scale Technique to Evaluate Grain Boundary
Cohesion of Irradiated Alloys
Metallic alloys are widely used or planned for use
as structural and cladding materials in current
and future reactors. Under irradiation, grainboundary cohesion strength decreases due to
interaction with defects and impurities, leading
to intergranular fracture and embrittlement of
alloys. Work in this project involved developing a
technique to quantify grain-boundary cohesion and
its impact on fracture behavior in irradiated alloys
by utilizing transmission electron microscopic in
situ mechanical testing in concert with multiscale
modeling. Molecular dynamics uniaxial tension
simulations show that helium segregation at grain

boundaries significantly weakens the strength of
pure iron by promoting intergranular fracture. The
transmission electron microscopic in situ mechanical
testing was a novel approach for studying the
real-time mechanical response of materials. The
capabilities of transmission electron microscopic
in situ mechanical testing and Multiphysics Object
Oriented Simulation Environment based fracture
models developed in this work will help elucidate
and predict the materials’ performance in reactors.
In turn, it would enable the use of safer and more
economical nuclear energy in the future.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Chao Jiang
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Wen Jiang
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Boise State University): Brian Jaques
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (University of Wyoming): Ray Fertig
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (University of Idaho): Indrajit Charit
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PROJECT ID: 16-215

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
Electrochemical Manufacturing Processes
natural gas and natural-gas liquids to olefins or alcohols
for petrochemical-product manufacturing. This project
aimed to change fundamentally the petrochemical
manufacturing paradigm from widely used thermal
practices (based on fossil energy) to a clean energy
regime. The novel electrochemical processes developed
will help advance small-modular-reactor deployment
through market pull, particularly from manufacturing. A
core electrochemical capability was established that can
support and leverage programs such as hybrid energy
systems, where the cogeneration of power and products
is key to manage a large-scale renewable electricity
grid and create the regional partnerships that are the
stewards of enormous carbon reserves. This project
has already led to direct funding from the Energy
Environment and Renewable Energy.

Enabling advanced manufacturing through process
intensification in thermodynamics is challenging, but
crucial to American manufacturing leadership and
competitiveness. This project focused on the most
energy-intensive activation process in manufacturing
chemicals, plastics (synthetic polymers), and
transportation fuels from natural gas and naturalgas liquids feedstocks. The goals of this project were
to establish an electrochemistry platform, develop
transformative electrochemical manufacturing
processes that can revolutionize the energy-intense
petrochemical industry, and implement large-scale
nuclear-derived heat and renewable electricity in the
industry. A systematic approach was implemented to
develop electrochemical reactors that can use nuclearderived heat and renewable electricity to convert

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Dong Ding
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Ting He, Wei Wu, Yunya Zhang, Lucun Wang,
Christopher Orme, David Rohrbaugh, Hanping Ding, Wenjuan Bian (Intern)
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR: Wenzhuo Wu (Purdue University); Meng Zhou (New Mexico State University)

PUBLICATIONS:

Tang, Q., Z. Shen, L. Huang, T. He, H. Adidharma,
A.G. Russell, and M. Fan, “Synthesis of methanol
from CO2 hydrogenation promoted by dissociative
adsorption of hydrogen on a Ga3Ni5(221) surface,”
Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 19.28 (2017), pp.
18539–18555.

Ding, D., Y. Zhang, W. Wu, D. Chen, M. Liu, and T.
He, “A novel low-thermal-budget approach for the
co-production of ethylene and hydrogen via the
electrochemical non-oxidative deprotonation of
ethane,” Energy & Environmental Science 11.7 (2018),
1710-1716. (featured on cover).

Wu, W., D. Ding, M. Fan, and T. He, “A High
Performance Low Temperature Direct Carbon Fuel
Cell Fuel Compatibility and Alternative Fuels,” ECS
Transactions 78.1 (2017), pp. 2519–2526.

He, T., P. Kar, N. McDaniel, and B. Randolph,
“Electrochemical Hydrogen Production,” in Springer
Handbook of Electrochemical Energy (pp. 897-934).
New York, New York: Springer.

Wu, W., D. Ding, and T. He, “Development of High
Performance Intermediate Temperature ProtonConducting Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cells,” ESC
Transactions 80.9 (2017), pp. 167–173.

Sun, K., D.M. Ginosar, T. He, Y. Zhang, M.
Fan, and R. Chen, “Progress in Nonoxidative
Dehydroaromatization of Methane in the Last 6
Years,” Industrial & Engineering Chemistry Research
57.6 (2018), pp. 1768–1789.

Award Winner: First Place in
INL Poster Competition
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First filing: D. Ding, W. Wu and H. Ding, (2018).
“Methods and Systems for Co-producing
Hydrocarbon Products and Ammonia, and Related
Electrochemical Cells,” filed 8/6/18.

Wu, W., H. Ding, Y. Zhang, Y. Ding, P. Katiyar, P.K.
Majumdar, T. He, and D. Ding, “3D Self Architectured
Steam Electrode Enabled Efficient and Durable
Hydrogen Production in a Proton Conducting
Solid Oxide Electrolysis Cell at Temperatures Lower
Than 600°C,” Advanced Science (2018), p. 1800360.
(Featured in front piece)

First filing: D. Ding, H. Ding, W. Wu, C. Jiang.
IDR# 5662, Elect for provisional filing(2018)
Provisional filing, application number 62/727,151,
“Electrochemical Cells for Hydrogen Gas Production
and Electricity Generation, and Related Structures,
Apparatuses, Systems, and Methods,” filed 9/5/18.

Xu, X., Y. Chen, P. Wan, K., Gasem, K., Wang, T. He.
H. Adidharma, and M. Fan, “Extraction of lithium
with functionalized lithium ion-sieves,” Progress in
Materials Science 84 (2016), pp. 276–313.

First filing: D. Ding, T. He, W. Wu and Y. Zhang,
IDR# 4478, U.S. Provisional (2018). Application
number 62/597,004, titled “Methods for Producing
Hydrocarbon Products and Hydrogen Gas through
Electrochemical Activation of Methane, and Related
Systems and Electrochemical Cells,” filed 12/11/17.

PATENTS:
First filing: D. Ding, L. Wang, Y. Zhang and T. He..
Elect for provisional filing (2018), “Composite
Media for Non-Oxidative Ethane Dehydrogenation,
and Related Ethane Activation Systems and
Method of Processing an Ethane-Containing
Stream,” filed 7/16/18.

NUMBER OF INVENTION DISCLOSURE REPORTS: 5
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PROJECT ID: 17A1-007

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
High Performance Polymeric Membranes
for Nanofiltration Applications
Polymeric membranes are inherently energysaving systems and may be retrofitted onto many
existing unit operations because of their relatively
small footprints and flexible designs. Lacking in
many current membrane-based filtration systems
is an ability to withstand aggressive feed streams,
including high temperatures, organic solvents, and
high or low pH. This project’s goal was to develop
new high performance polymeric membrane
systems for a variety of filtration processes,
including nanofiltration or ultrafiltration. The highperformance membranes thus developed improve

processes for water treatment or chemical-product
purification and enable aspects of existing processes
and capabilities. The membranes incorporated
materials that will increase hydrophilicity and
improve liquid throughput and selectivity and
membrane stability. The project is built upon highperformance polymer membrane capabilities at INL
and developed new methods to introduce porosity
that enables high flow rates in challenging water
separations. The researchers are pursuing direct
funding through the DOE Office of Energy Efficiency
and Renewable Energy.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): John Klaehn
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Birendra Adhikari,
Christopher Orme, Joshua Kane, Aaron Wilson, Harry Rollins
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (University of California, Los Angeles): Xiaobo Zhu, David Jassby

46
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PROJECT ID: 18A12-203

INL Initiative: Clean Energy Deployment
Optimization of Carbon Nanotubes in an Aluminum Matrix for
Light-weighting Automobile Structures
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in metal matrix composites
(MMCs) are promising materials for use in aerospace,
energy, and automotive materials due to their
enhanced mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties
over the base metal. For the automotive industry,
the increased strength allows for new designs that
decrease the overall weight of the vehicle and thereby
increase fuel efficiency. Although CNT MMCs hold great
promise for lessening weight, they have yet to break
into automotive applications due to engineering issues
with CNT adhesion and dispersion within the metal
matrix. This work sought to improve CNT dispersion

within aluminum-matrix CNT MMCs and yield a
better understanding of the underlying mechanisms,
contributing to their enhanced properties. Effects
of induction-melting and casting methods on the
dispersion of CNTs were examined, though additional
work is needed to ensure the dispersion of the CNTs
through use of techniques such as nickel plating. In
future work, researchers hope to explore the novel use
of prestructured CNT foam to create the MMCs and
the effects of CNT diameter and CNT length on CNT
adhesion and mechanical properties.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Michael McMurtrey
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Joshua Kane, Austin Matthews
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PROJECT ID: 16-081

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Modeling Thermite Reactions
Devices that use thermite-type energetic materials
have many potential applications within Homeland
Security as well as commercial applications. The goal
of this project was to increase the understanding
of reaction rate and dynamics of thermites using
Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment
(MOOSE), a finite–element-based framework that can
be used to solve complex systems of coupled, nonlinear
partial differential equations. MOOSE has not yet been
applied to the study of energetic-material combustion,
and little science underlies the understanding of
thermites use and handling. The safe handling and use
of thermites would be greatly improved if reactions
could be modeled. Within this LDRD project, we
successfully developed a thermite model that consists
of coupled nonlinear thermal-thermal conduction
partial differential equations and an Arrhenius type

first-order kinetic thermite reaction model, using
MOOSE framework. This MOOSE-based thermite model
allowed us to improve understanding of the underlying
science in the area of energetic materials combustion,
and enable systematic study of nonlinear interactions
between the thermal-diffusion process and reaction
kinetics within thermite composites, which ultimately
governs the propagation speed of the reaction front
within thermite. The successful development of the
thermite model based on MOOSE framework, validated
by experiments, will significantly contribute to the
enhancement of the experimental thermite research
capabilities within INL’s Homeland Security Directorate
and attract external funding from the Department of
Homeland Security.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Hai Huang
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Jing Zhou, Bryon Curnutt, Ron Heaps
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Texas Tech University): Michelle Pantoya, Ryan Bratton

PUBLICATIONS:
Zepper, E. T., M. L. Pantoya, S. Bhattacharya, J. O.
Marston, A. A. Neuber, and R. J. Heaps, “Peering
through the flames: imaging techniques for
reacting aluminum powders,” Applied Optics 56.9
(2017), pp. 2535–2541.
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PROJECT ID: 16-085

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Production of Fluoroanion Targets for AMS
Detection of nuclides of the actinide elements is
critical for verifying the compliance of nuclear facilities
with international nuclear-nonproliferation treaties.
Current analysis methods require time-consuming
and expensive sample preparation to achieve results
acceptable to decision makers. Future analytical
performance with markedly improved accuracy,
precision, sensitivity and faster sample throughput will
be required to keep up with an increasingly complex
nuclear-proliferation environment. Accelerator mass
spectrometry (AMS) offers an order-of-magnitude
increase in sensitivity for actinide analysis, but
the current state-of-the-art still requires exacting
separations, limiting throughput, and is constrained in
abundance sensitivity and precision. The objective of
this project was to develop the technology for rapid

production of sample targets for actinide analysis
using AMS through the use of actinide fluoroanion
salts produced using novel fluorinating ionic liquid
and extracted using supercritical carbon dioxide.
Actinide analysis using fluoroanion salts increased
sensitivity and precision through the elimination of
oxygen isobars. Additionally, manipulation of the
degree of fluorination offered the potential for actinide
separation in the ionization source, further reducing the
need for chemical separation. This project produced
novel methods for the rapid analysis of actinides using
AMS, increasing the nation’s capabilities in nuclear
nonproliferation. Further research will focus on applying
fluoroanion chemistry to sample preparation for other
actinide-detection techniques, such as inductivelycoupled plasma mass spectrometry.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Christopher Zarzana
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Gary Groenewold, Michael Benson
EXTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Radbaud University): Jonathan Martens, Jos Oomens
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Kyoto University): Rika Hagiwara

PUBLICATIONS:
Zarzana, C. A., G. S. Groenewold, M. T. Benson,
J. E. Delmore, T. Tsuda, and R. Hagiwara,
“Production of Gas-Phase Uranium Fluoroanions
Via Solubilization of Uranium Oxides in the
[1-Ethyl-3-Methylimidazolium]+[F(HF)2.3]− Ionic
Liquid,” Journal of The American Society for Mass
Spectrometry (2018).
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PROJECT ID: 16-098

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Carbon-14 Analysis Capability Development
at Idaho National Laboratory
Carbon-14 (14C) is an important isotope for developing
efficient and sustainable energy source; analyses of
14
C from the environment provide critical insights into
various processes, including global carbon cycling,
environmental emissions from anthropogenic nuclear
activities, and anthropological/archeological research
activities (e.g., radiocarbon dating). The objectives
of this research are to develop and demonstrate
the capability of more sensitive and accurate
methodologies to measure ultra-trace 14C within
samples analyzed for environmental measurements.
Under this LDRD, the INL team developed techniques
for 14C analysis of inorganic, organic, and air samples. INL
measurement sensitivities and precision were improved
from 2% (1s) at 1 mg carbon load size down to <
0.5% (1s) at the 10 µg carbon load size using standard
graphitization/solid accelerator mass spectrometry

cathode-packing methods as a result of this research.
Sample preparation and measurement capabilities on
various environmental matrices were demonstrated
in two separate published case studies: 1) analysis of
tree and soil samples collected on and around the INL
desert (evaluating perturbations in the local 14C content
due to historic INL reactor and reprocessing operations)
and 2) analysis of soil samples taken from the Nevada
National Security Site (assessing 14C partitioning into the
Nevada site local environment and differences in the
chemical partitioning to inorganic (e.g., soil carbonates),
organic, and elemental carbon constituents as a
function of below- and above-ground nuclear tests, with
implications on the global carbon cycle). The research
was conducted in collaboration from scientists at the
University of California at Irvine and with support from
Brigham Young University-Idaho.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Mathew Snow
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): John Olson, Mary Adamic, Jessica Ward,
Matthew Watrous, Darin Snyder
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PROJECT ID: 16-106

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Industrial Control Systems - Cyber-attacks
and Their Physical Effects
Understanding the physical impacts of a cyber-attack
on an industrial control system network has proven to
be difficult to quantify. Developing a non-subjective
and consistent methodology helped to expand
and improve the nation’s capability to identify and
understand the cascading physical impacts of a cyberattack by determining functional consequence. These
consequences can be applied across the component,
system, industry, and dependent infrastructures.
This project then took a novel approach in defining
a cumulative operational consequence score that is

based on the integration of cyber-induced physical
consequence with the full dependency chain, allowing
comparisons of the relative importance of critical
infrastructure. A library of infrastructure-specific
process maps and key data points was developed to
support data collection that can be applied to specific
infrastructure. This work is currently being integrated
into a core capability that will be used to model the
Ukraine electric-grid attack and is also being actively
briefed to potential sponsors.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Mary Klett
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Tim Klett, Dale Christiansen
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PROJECT ID: 16-129

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Application of Radioactive Tracer Dilution Technique
on Determination of Molten Salt Mass in Containers
with Irregular Shape
Measuring the molten-salt mass in an electrorefiner
is a critical step in safeguarding electrochemical
recycling processes through nuclear-material
accountancy. Researchers investigated the
application of a radioactive-isotope dilution
technique to determine molten-salt mass for
electrochemical recycling and developed a
technology for nuclear-material accounting with
good measurement accuracy. This new technology
can be used by the International Atomic Energy

Agency to effectively and efficiently safeguard the
electrochemical recycling plants of its member
states. Researchers also developed measurement
technology to determine the molten-salt mass. This
work contributes a new safeguards measurement
for electrochemical recycling. This research was the
first time the technique was used in electrochemical
recycling for the purpose of nuclear-material
accountancy and for advancing international
safeguards techniques.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Shelly Li
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Jeff Sanders
EXTERNAL COLLABORATOR (The Ohio State University): Lei Cao

PUBLICATIONS:

PATENTS:

Cao, L., J. Jarrell, A. Kauffman, S. White, K.
Herminghuysen, D.E. Hardtmayer, and S. Li, “A
Radioactive Tracer Dilution Method to Determine
the Mass of Molten Salt,” Journal of Radioanalytical
and Nuclear Chemistry 314.1 (2017), pp. 387–393.

First filed: A Patent ‘System for Determining Molten
Salt Mass and related Methods,” filed on Apr. 2, 2018
(PCT/US/18/25633).

Hardmayer, D., K. Herminghuysen, S. White,
A. Kauffman, J. Sanders, S. Li, and L. Cao,
“Determination of molten salt mass using 22Na tracer
mixed with 154Eu and 137Cs,” Journal of Radioanalytical
and Nuclear Chemistry, Published online (03 July
2018), pp. 1–7.
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PROJECT ID: 16-133

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Secure Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Communications System
Many digital systems are vulnerable to devastating
cyberattacks, and technology to protect these
systems is less developed than the capabilities of
those seeking to destroy them. The objective of this
work was to significantly enhance the cybersecurity
of industrial control systems by developing a
communication system that includes enhanced
situational awareness and leverages unique aspects of
control-system networks to make them more immune
to attack. This research leveraged new technologies,
including software-defined networking, to develop

a networking infrastructure that includes unique
filtering methods and monitoring capability to allow
the operator to understand what is happening and
to prevent unwanted actions. The unique aspects
of this research include real-time application-level
communications monitoring, packet filtering at
the application function level, logical network
segmentation, and real-time access management. This
project may lead to future work with the California
Energy Commission Electric Program Investment
Charge and the Pale Horse Project.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Briam Johnson
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Michael McCarty, Rishi Chatterjee

PATENTS:
First filing: A provisional patent entitled “Smart
Network Switching Systems and Related Methods,”
filed June 18, 2018, application number 62/686,300.

NUMBER OF INVENTION DISCLOSURE REPORTS: 1
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Projects featured in this report resulted in

38 peer reviewed publications
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PROJECT ID: 16-152

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Wireless Radio Frequency Signal Identification and Protocol
Reverse Engineering (WiFIRE)
The wireless technology industry is undergoing
phenomenal growth in the deployment of networks,
applications, and devices. Wireless-industry growth and
mandated spectrum sharing increases the exposure
of communications infrastructure to malicious actors
and interference, which impacts the reliability of
communications. Actively and continuously monitoring
wireless communications across a broad range of
frequencies is the only way an organization knows what
wireless activities are taking place in their environment.
The objective of this project was to build a wireless
radio-frequency signal identification and protocol
reverse engineering toolset, usable in an operational
context for automatically analyzing the radio-frequency

signals and wireless protocols, either in the environment
or from a black-box device, and to perform automated
wireless-protocol reverse engineering. Wireless
radio-frequency signal identification and protocol
reverse engineering will enable the government
to identify wireless protocols in use, assess the
robustness of wireless implementations, analyze
traffic, identify potential data leakage, and compare
the implementation of a protocol with its official
specifications. The novelty of wireless radio-frequency
signal identification and protocol reverse engineering
is its real-time capability to capture radio-frequency
data, quickly identify the protocols in use, and perform
protocol reverse engineering.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Kurt Derr
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Samuel Ramirez

PATENTS:
First filing: Provisional Patent application entitled
“Spectrum Monitoring and Analysis and Related
Methods, Systems, and Devices,” filed 5/18/18,
application number 62/673/545; BA-961P2.
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PROJECT ID: 17A1-079

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Affixing Inert Dissimilar Materials to Structural Materials
for High Performance Armor Systems
High-performance armor systems will require sector–
disrupting performance improvements that can
resist advanced threats while maintaining a low areal
density for fuel savings and vehicle agility. These
requirements can potentially be met if extremely hard
ceramic materials can be metallurgically affixed to
metallic structural materials, resulting in significant
reductions in the weight of the armor system and
increasing overall structural flexural stiffness. Various
processes, such as encapsulation with metal alloy and
three dimensional front-to-back through-thickness
reinforcement, have been attempted to affix or bind
ceramics to structures. These processes have shown
improved ballistic performance, but the fabrication
process is labor intensive and neither economically

viable nor conducive to integration into vehicular
structural components. The goal of this project was to
metallurgically affix ceramic tile to structural alloys to
simplify fabrication of economical, high-performance
armor systems integrated into structural components.
The approach was successfully demonstrated to yield
significantly lower areal density systems that efficiently
defeat various high-level ballistic threats. The results
of this project contributed to less loading on armored
vehicles and personal protective vests through
effective integration of advanced lightweight armor
materials with conventional metal armor and structural
materials. The results have been communicated to
various military stakeholders who have expressed
interest in follow-on development.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Thomas Lillo
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Joshua Kane, Adrian Wagner, Henry Chu
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PROJECT ID: 17A1-156

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Nuclear Safety Systems Cybersecurity
Safety systems are dependent upon heavily in nuclear
plants, oil and gas manufacturing, and other critical
infrastructure sites. Safety systems are designed and
tested to ensure plant safety, prevent accidents, and
reduce damage and harm if an accident occurs. In
the past, these systems—in the nuclear sector—have
been deployed as analog systems with no digital
controls or devices. As these analog safety systems age,
replacement parts become extinct, and repairing the
components has become the only option for keeping
these systems alive. An alternative solution that has
already been embraced by other industries relies on
digital safety systems and triple modular redundancies;
however, these systems have not yet faced the scrutiny
of cybersecurity. The inherent trust the nation places
on safety systems must be validated and corroborated.

The goal of this work was to investigate the security of
core control protocols and architectures used in the
subsystems of a typical nuclear power plant’s safety
system. Research was limited to a select set of critical
components to evaluate the cyber strengths and
weaknesses of the controlling protocols and to develop
concepts for strengthening the cybersecurity features
of these components. This research is directly applicable
to characterizing future cyber-research and engineering
designs that can enhance the security of safety systems
within a nuclear facility. This work has led to possible
collaborations with research agencies, including the
Korean Atomic Energy Research Institute and the United
Arab Emirates.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Jonathan Chugg
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Kenneth Rohde

Award Winner: Third Place in
INL Poster Competition
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PROJECT ID: 17A1-160

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Mass Storage Equipment Protection
Protecting mass storage devices that contain sensitive
and classified information is critical as they contain
materials that must be protected during an evacuation
or theft scenario. The goal of this project was to enable
a faster method for mass storage protection than is
currently used in many overseas embassies. Current
technology for destruction of magnetic and/or
solid-state hard drives involves a mechanical shredder.
This shredder can effectively destroy a hard drive,
but it often can take minutes to destroy each drive,
which can endanger personnel under attack and
requires electrical power that may be interrupted at
critical times. Thermite-torch technologies could be
employed to destroy multiple hard drives at once in a
fraction of a second, thus protecting sensitive material
while minimizing time and power-load requirements

for destruction of the drives. Testing showed that
several layers of each substrate material could be
destroyed by a thermite torch. When the thermite
formulation was modified, the destruction level to the
different substrate materials varied. Using these data,
optimal torch formulas can be estimated for multiple
devices based on the materials of their construction.
The thermite torch completely destroyed the area it
targeted, leaving no data behind. The project built upon
previous experience with thermite-torch technologies,
testing various devices to determine penetration power
and coverage against different mass storage devices.
Project researchers are exploring funding opportunities
through various government agencies for possible
applications in overseas areas.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Nikki Rasmussen
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Steven D’Arche, James Schondel
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PROJECT ID: 17A1-162

INL Initiative: Critical Infrastructure Protection
Securing Electronic Control Unit Communication
Researchers have shown that controller-area-network
(CAN) bus systems in the automotive industry lack
necessary security features. Public and industry
research and development has only focused on
CAN bus security through third-party add-ons,
which provide only a quick-fix approach to this
national grand challenge. Electronic control units
(ECUs) are designed to meet original equipmentmanufacturers’ (OEMs’) parameters for functionality
whereas the actual coding structure used within
the ECU is a black box to OEMs and Tier 1 suppliers,
making them very difficult to secure using traditional

methods. This project investigated the possibility
of “injecting” host-based security directly into ECU
firmware on a binary level, thus securing ECUs
through binary code injection. Researchers were
able to develop a proof of concept binary injection
in an ECU, modifying the communication protocols
with a Diffie-Hellman cryptographic key exchange
to secure communications. The John A. Volpe Center
of the Department of Transportation and various
Department of Defense agencies have expressed
interest in this technology.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR (Idaho National Laboratory): Jonathan Chugg
INTERNAL COLLABORATORS (Idaho National Laboratory): Carl Hurd, Stephen Kleinheider,
Matt Wiseman, Kenneth Rohde
INTERNAL COLLABORATOR (Idaho National Laboratory and New Mexico Tech): Sean Salinas
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